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Overview
Legal Change is an Oxymoron

Leveraging Opportunities and Challenges that Drive Change (Scorecards)

The Mandate: Stepping Up



… and agree that 
everything you 
makes adds up to 
nothing if 
lawyers won’t 
change to use it.

Look at all of the terrific technology leaders and 
innovative products represented in this room… 



Legal services are changing; 
Lawyers are not.







Lawyers & Change: Why is this an Oxymoron?

Behavioral and Personality Underpinnings: 

• Highly educated professionals can be dismissive of the value of other disciplines
• Legal culture encourages elitism: the belief that legal work is “bespoke,” tribal 

relationships
• Legal culture is competitive, not collaborative; rewarding individual 

accomplishment
• Legal “jobs” are often analytical: not focused on practical process or results
• Critical thinkers: better at finding faults, not creating new solutions
• Lacking resilience: they worry a lot about failure; they will avoid risks or 

unknowns.
• Distrust of “innovation”:  they prefer to be “first to be second”



Sidebar: (talk amongst yourselves about this tonight over cocktails …)

How will these issues affect future gen lawyers? 
Will they have the same lawyer brain? 

Does legal culture create/mold lawyers who become tech averse/change averse?
(Suggesting that if you change the culture, you can change lawyer behaviors?)

OR

Do an abnormal number of people with these aversions seek out law as a career?
(Suggesting that you won’t be able to change the culture, or even if you do, lawyers will continue 
to be tech/change averse?)

If the former, how do we re-shape legal culture and legal education in order to incent 
tech/change adoption? 

(If the latter, let’s skip directly to the cocktails now.)



So: Whatcha gonna do about it?
Getting down to the practical –

Pull out your Scorecards!



Credit: 
Deloitte Legal



Jeff Carr, 
SVP – General Counsel & Secretary, 
Univar Solutions

“There are only 3 roles in any organization:
Leader, Manager and Operator. Each of those roles has 3 functions.
And just to be clear, a lawyer, when lawyering, is an operator.”
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Change Tactic #0:

Have a tech strategy.

You work will DIE OUT THERE if 
you lack direction / don’t know 
where you’re going. 

(Your team needs a leader.)



Let Lawyers Feel the Winds of Change



Change Tactic #1: 

Help the team and individual team 
members vision and build a better 
role or job in the future, 
before you demonstrate how change 
will likely eliminate the job or role 
they currently perform.





When asked to grade their 
performance, over 90% of lawyers 
give themselves an A or A+.
When asked to evaluate their lawyers’ performance –

Less than 10% of clients gave their lawyers or legal teams an A or A+.  
And less than 20% gave their lawyer(s) a passing net promoter score. 

Source: Association of Corporate Counsel (ACC) Value Challenge Survey 
Aggregated Results: 2008 – 2018. 



Change Tactic #2: 

Survey the stakeholders; 
then discuss what clients 
want and need, and how 
they assess performance; 

Allow the legal team to 
percolate on the 
importance of listening to 
that feedback.





Change Tactic #3: 

Move some easy or obvious 
pieces first. Don’t start by 
attacking the foundations.

Follow the rule of insuring 
some early, simple successes. 



Client
Experience
It’s all about me! It’s all about you! 

Customer
Experienceversus



Clients

CUSTOMERS

Change Tactic #4:

Shift the legal team’s 
perspective from “client service” 
to “customer service” and 
lawyers may begin to see tech 
as a vital CX or UX tool.





Change Tactic #5: 

Ride the wave of 
corporate digitization 
and the quest for data 
to promote the need for 
technology adoption …

After all, digitization isn’t a movement about how 
lawyers work, it’s something everyone must do to stay 

aligned with how our clients / businesses function.”



People do what they’re paid to do.



Change Tactic #6:

The third rail of law departments –
connect compensation and promotion 
to the successful adoption of 
technology and data solutions, or to 
related technology strategies.



How did the 
educational 
process prepare 
your team 
members for legal 
practice?

How do you train 
to fill the gap 
between lawyer 
experience and 
customer needs?



Change Tactic #7: 

Help teams assess their 
competencies on-board 
and identify the talents / 
skills/ tools they’ll need …

Lawyers love learning and 
will strive to be smarter;

they just don’t like 
implementation training.



The mandate …



Collaborate to create a multi-disciplinary team



Some department strategies in need of change tactics …
Improve client outcomes by focusing on results, not activities

Find new ways to advance the business/client’s work / partner with the client

Expand service to other/new aspects of the client’s business – fill gaps

Work collaboratively: between internal and external teams, lawyers, staff and clients

Communicate and report on performance to goals in a transparent fashion

Define, demonstrate and report on the value of my / my team’s / my dept/firm’s contributions to …

Lead high performing teams that operate at their highest use and deliver higher value

Harness data to inform decisions, improve efficiency, and drive better results

Anticipate client needs and empower the company to run smarter, better, faster

Manage risk to better anticipate and avoid problems, and assure better performance



How can we prepare our lawyers and teams for the future?

• Help them define their higher use
• Show them better work that is a 

more productive use of their time 
before pulling the chair out from 
under their current roles.

• Metrics and incentives, but also 
performance evaluation based on 
concrete and objective criteria.

• Encourage and reward 
experimentation; publicly forgive 
those who fail along the way. 

• Offer training, experimentation and 
professional development 
opportunities



Bottom Line: 
Lawyers/legal teams change most successfully when they are included and engaged in change 

planning and sharing in decision-making – not when change is  simply presented to them.



Thank you for your time 
and engagement. 

Let’s continue the discussion.
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